AGTOS blasting technology: always a suitable solution

Surfaces are consistently attached with more importance. Economic concepts for burring, cleaning and finishing of work pieces of aluminum are needed. Besides the shot blast treatment the right handling of the work pieces is of particular importance. Only if these are coordinated according to the aluminum work pieces the quality of the surfaces can meet the requirements.

AGTOS, Emsdetten, will present itself as the competent contact for Wheel Blasting Technology at the ALUMINIUM Exhibition. The company looks to everything around shot-blasting technology, including construction and production of shot-blast machines which are used to roughen, clean, derust, descale and harden work pieces. From very small chain parts up to steel structures at a size of over see containers there are hardly any limits with regard to the application and size of the units.

In general AGTOS offers many different types of shot-blast machines and deals in used blast machines which are also delivered in perfect condition and can be tailored according to the customer's requirements. An extensive service program completes the business activities. The specialist also offers high-quality second-hand machines. This is particularly interesting if a customer needs a blast machine at short-notice or only uses it temporarily and not in permanent operation.

The visitors can catch up on shot blast machines especially construced for the treatment of aluminum work pieces.

AGTOS GmbH
Halle 12, Stand H15
www.agtos.de

Outlet of an AGTOS-Wire mesh conveyor shot blast machine for aluminum work pieces, Type BS.